As I learn more and more each day, I am coming to the conclusion that what is taking place is not an impeachment, it is a COUP, intended to take away the Power of the...
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...People, their VOTE, their Freedoms, their Second Amendment, Religion, Military, Border Wall, and their God-given rights as a Citizen of The United States of America!
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Damn! I had that info 3 years ago!

Obviously you care about each & every American, regardless if brainwashed or not.

If you didn’t, you would get out of the line of fire!

Those behind this need the immediate attention of lady justice!

Let me help you BROADCAST the truth

-Replying to @realDonaldTrump

The attempted ‘COUP’ [TREASON] opens the ‘public’ door to more serious.....

The PILLL must be easy to swallow.

The ‘LEAD-4-IN’.

The PUBLIC must be prepared for what is about to come.

“THE CLINTON FOUNDATION” ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ Q
Donald J. Trump on Twitter: "As I learn more and more each day, I am coming to the conclusion that what is taking place is not an impeachment, it is a Coup to try and take you down before they are! The Democrats are Absolutely Despicable and Criminal!"
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The Democrats are Panicking about what will come out from the AG and IG Report. This is a Coup to try and take you down before they are! The Democrats are Absolutely Despicable And Criminal!
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